
Get the data and tools you need to manage your spend and control your 
budget with Intelligence by Concur.

And as a result, tracking and managing spending is getting harder and harder. 

With Concur’s reporting solution, Intelligence, you can simplify your spend management process by consolidating your 

data from all your systems and directly from suppliers. We integrate and organise your data—travel, ERP, invoice and credit 

card feeds—into one, simple, easy-to-access place. And because Intelligence provides reports, dashboards, automated 

alerts and analytics targeted at the issues a�ecting your entire organisation, your managers and employees will get the

information they need to control spending as it happens—or even before it happens. 

Gathering the right data and insight to make 
informed decisions that move your business 
forward isn’t easy. With Intelligence by Concur, 
it can be.

Problem solve and 
save like never before

Gain insight into the right data
at the right time

Intelligence

Intelligence makes introducing a reporting 
solution simple by easily integrating with 
Concur® Invoice, Travel and Expense and your 
other existing business systems—connecting 
what you already have for one view of your  

One, connected 
solutionView the metrics that matter to 

your company. Easy-to-use 
dashboards, reports and 
automated email alerts deliver a 
complete picture of your spend, so 
you can monitor trends, enforce 
policies and simplify your 
spend management.



 A single source
• Use a simple solution to connect your spend data. See all your travel, ERP, invoice and credit card data at once, and 

receive instant access to the meaningful analytics you need to take action.
• Improve overall data accuracy. Eliminate data duplication and automatically match every transaction to every relevant 

data source.
• Use your data to create and enforce your policies. Visibility into unique spending patterns and buying behaviors help 

you track compliance.

 Data and insight delivered right to your inbox
• Design custom reports and dashboards to meet your company’s unique requirements.
• Get budget-saving insight delivered right to your inbox by scheduling automatic delivery of reports and dashboards.
• Monitor corporate card spend and manage your budget with automated email alerts triggered by your internal policies.

 See the entire picture
• Increased visibility into travel booking and invoice data allows you to monitor and control spend before it hits your 

budget and negotiate with vendors to cut costs.
• Control your corporate card program with detailed reports on utilisation, rebates and other key metrics. 
• Get detailed insight into your payment process so you can address key issues as they arise, reduce reimbursement 

times and even manage tax requirements. 

Take control of your data with Intelligence
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About Concur
Concur, a part of SAP, is the leading provider of spend management solutions and services in the world, helping 
companies of all sizes transform the way they manage spend so they can focus on what matters most. Through Concur’s 
open platform, the entire travel and expense ecosystem of customers, suppliers, and developers can access and 
extend Concur’s T&E cloud. Concur’s systems adapt to individual employee preferences and scale to meet the needs of 
companies from small to large.

Learn more at concur.com.au

Access your data, your way

View and manage spend before, 
during and after it occurs.




